Constructed of laminated timber made from high-grade, pressure-treated lumber, these columns are sturdy, long lasting, and a welcome alternative to solid timber, fiberglass, or aluminum columns.

Since 1954, Cox has been the innovative leader in wood protection for families. Cox offers the rich, natural beauty of real wood combined with revolutionary treatment to protect against weathering and rot. It’s Cox thinking that makes good wood great.

DuraPine Columns™ are a step up. Traditional timber columns are prone to warping and cracking in a short period of time after installation. This can be exasperating for both the homeowner and builder. Laminated timber columns by Cox are lighter, easier to handle and much less likely to twist than traditional solid columns and they have the handsome appearance of veneer-encased timbers without requiring the extra construction time.

DuraPine Columns™ are structural and can be used in place of fiberglass or aluminum columns to create a substantial cost savings. Cox square laminated timber columns are available in cross sections from 4x4 to 12x12. They are also available in two different styles of turned post in 5” and 6” sizes.
Cox Industries, Inc. states, when Wolmanized® Residential Outdoor® Wood products bearing the Cox tag are used in the proper application in a residential structure, the lumber will remain undamaged from termites or fungal decay, which would make the lumber structurally unfit for its intended purpose, for the lifetime of the original owner. Cox Industries, Inc. shall be responsible for the damage to lumber resulting solely from termites or fungal decay. The original owner will be entitled to receive new Wolmanized® products by Cox in exchange for the structurally unfit item, not to exceed the number of items as shown on the original purchase invoice. Cox shall not be responsible for natural characteristics of wood including checking, warp or twist, or for any installation or reinstallation costs, or for any incidental or consequential damages, or for damages resulting from anything other than termite or fungal decay. Cox shall not be responsible for damage to Wolmanized® products used in foundation systems (such as the Permanent Wood Foundation or piling, pole or heavy timber type residential construction) or used in swimming pool sidewalks.

LIMITED WARRANTY
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DuraPine Columns
ATTRACTION, STURDY, LONG-LASTING

DuraPine Columns™ are made from southern pine components joined with waterproof Resorcinol adhesive by a proprietary system.

Solid timbers, as they dry out, will twist and often develop unsightly cracks.

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE, APPEARANCE, AND DURABILITY

- Attractive appearance
- Lighter in weight
- Ready for installation
- Hollow core creates enhanced structural capability
- Ability to conceal wiring in hollow core
- Treated for ground contact
- Paint, stain, or coat without delay
- Limited warranty against damage from termites and fungal decay
- Paint, stain, or coat without delay
- Significantly greater load-carrying capacity than solid timbers for dimensions over 5x5

TURNED COLUMNS

- 5 x 5 4¼" x 4¼" 8', 10', 12'
- 6 x 6 5¼" x 5¼" 8', 10'

CARE & HANDLING:

THIS PRODUCT IS KILN DRIED AFTER TREATMENT

- Keep columns DRY until installation.
- Seal with a quality primer and paint or stain upon installation.

LIMITED WARRANTY

Cox Industries, Inc. states, when Wolmanized® Residential Outdoor® Wood products bearing the Cox tag are used in the proper application in a residential structure, the lumber will remain undamaged from termites or fungal decay, which would make the lumber structurally unfit for its intended purpose, for the lifetime of the original owner. Cox Industries, Inc. shall be responsible for the damage to lumber resulting solely from termites or fungal decay. The original owner will be entitled to receive new Wolmanized® products by Cox in exchange for the structurally unfit item, not to exceed the number of items as shown on the original purchase invoice. Cox shall not be responsible for natural characteristics of wood including checking, warp or twist, or for any installation or reinstallation costs, or for any incidental or consequential damages, or for damages resulting from anything other than termite or fungal decay. Cox shall not be responsible for damage to Wolmanized® products used in foundation systems (such as the Permanent Wood Foundation or piling, pole or heavy timber type residential construction) or used in swimming pool sidewalks.